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Summer inquiries leave INSA future uncertain
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
An organization linked to the
University of Montana was the
target of several investigations
over the summer, and the future of
that organization and the former
UM officials behind it remains
unclear.
The Inland Northwest Space
Alliance, which was launched
with money UM received through
non-competitive grants from
NASA, came under scrutiny last
year when news reports turned up
potential conflicts of interest and
questioned what INSA had done
with over $3 million in taxpayer
money.
Three former UM employees,
who helped launch INSA and then
almost immediately left the university to take jobs at the private
organization, are under investigation by Missoula County Attorney
Fred Van Valkenberg to determine
whether their actions warrant
criminal charges for violating conflict of interest and nepotism laws.
FBI agents have asked the
Montana legislative auditor for
information regarding one of
those employees, Lloyd Chesnut.
Also, the state Legislative Audit
Committee held a meeting last
June in which it called on UM
officials to explain what came of
the money. At that meeting, some
committee members accused UM
of poor oversight, and suggested
the money was wasted.
UM President George Dennison
denied those allegations, saying
the money was spent as the contract with NASA specified.
In the wake of the controversy,
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The Inland Northwest Space Alliance, established by UM with funds from NASA, came under scrutiny last year when reports revealed potential conflicts of interest the possible misallocation of taxpayer
money. INSA recently moved from a spacious building on North Reserve to a smaller destination in downtown Missoula.

INSA moved recently from a
modern and spacious building on
North Reserve to smaller quarters
in downtown Missoula. The company has also eliminated some of
its staff, and cut pay to others,
according to reports in the
Missoulian. The beleaguered
organization has had difficulty
attracting grants, the report says.

The roots of the controversy
reach back to 2003, when UM
launched a program called the
Northern Rockies Center for
Space Privatization using funds
secured by federal earmarks. The
stated goal of NRCSP was to
encourage the development of
space-related
business
in
Montana.

The contract required that UM
work with a private business, and
INSA was formed to fulfill that
obligation, Dennison told the
Kaimin last spring.
The three former UM employees currently under investigation
by the Missoula County Attorney
are Lloyd Chesnut, his wife,
Rollene Chesnut and George

Bailey. In 2003, Lloyd Chesnut
was UM’s vice president for
research and development. Bailey
worked as his assistant, and
Rollene Chesnut worked in the
research department managing
grants.
Lloyd Chesnut and Bailey were

See INSA, Page 16

ASUM passes resolution
Montana gets ‘F’ in higher ed affordability
against CI-97 ballot issue
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN

SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN

ASUM senators approved a resolution Wednesday evening voicing
their support in joining a coalition opposed to Constitutional Initiative
97 on this November’s ballot.
“This is the most important issue this year,” ASUM President Andrea
Helling said. “Probably the most important issue in a generation of UM
senators.”
The resolution to support the Not in Montana coalition passed by a
vote of 18-1
According to its Web site, the Not in Montana coalition is a “broadbased, nonpartisan coalition formed to oppose CI-97.”
“If CI-97 passes, our tuition will go through the roof,” Helling said.
Senator Allie Harrison was the lone dissenter, not because she agrees
with CI-97, but because she doesn’t think ASUM should support “onesided” campaigns.
“I think we should support a program that informs students of both
sides of the issue,” she said. “It has nothing to do with the merits of CI97. I just don’t like stifling intellectual debate.”
The issue of funding the construction of the new journalism, law
school and interdisciplinary science buildings was also discussed in the
public comment portion of the meeting.
Deans of the three schools, as well as Bob Duringer, vice president
for administration and finance, advised ASUM to approve an increase
in the price per credit hour from $2.25 to $3.50.
Journalism and law students would pay an extra $50 per semester in
addition to the per-credit increase to aid in payment of a bond covering
the construction costs. The average student would pay an extra $30 a
year to cover the costs, while journalism and law students would pay
$130 more.
“Student payment of this bond is overall a small percent,” Duringer
said.

The state of Montana received low marks for
affordability of higher education and educating its
public in a nationwide study released Thursday.
The National Center for Public Policy and Higher
Education gave Montana an “F” in the category of
affordability in its annual report, “Measuring Up
2006: The National Report Card on Higher
Education.” The nonprofit, nonpartisan group also
reported that Montana had the lowest percentage of
working-age adults “enrolled part-time in collegelevel education or training.”
Attending a four-year college in Montana consumes an average of 48 percent of low- and middle-

See ASUM, Page 16

income households’ annual earnings, the report
states.
Montana received relatively high marks in the
areas of preparation for higher education and completion of higher education, but received average
grades in the areas of participation and benefits.
According to a summary of the report, “Montana’s
underperformance in educating its young population
could limit the state’s access to a competitive work
force and weaken its economy over time. Moreover,
colleges and universities in the state have become
less affordable for students and their families since
the early 1990s.”
The full report is available on the center’s Web
site, www.highereducation.org.

Conference on India held today in UC
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
It is the world’s largest democracy. It birthed one
of history’s greatest peacemakers. It is home to
more than a billion people speaking 16 different languages. It also has an expanding powerhouse economy that rivals China in strength.
There are plenty of reasons to be interested in
India, and today the 22nd annual Mansfield
Conference will address them. Held from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the UC Theater, “The Emergence of India:
Implications for the Asia-Pacific Region” will bring
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experts from around the world and across the United
States to talk about India’s global role.
The conference will begin with remarks from B.S.
Prakash, Consul General of India in San Francisco.
University professors from the U.S. and India will
speak in the first morning session, documenting the
emergence of India.
Then, from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., experts will discuss the strategic importance of India’s growing
power.
Session three, from 2:15 to 4:30 p.m., will discuss
the opportunities for other Asian countries to collaborate with India. Terry Weidner, director of the
Mansfield Center, will give the closing remarks.
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UM deserves to hear both sides on Israel lobby

UM’s new Tasers mus t only
be used in extreme cases

Open Letter to President Dennison:

Last spring, the University of Montana Office of Public Safety
added Tasers to its arsenal of “less lethal” weapons.
Now, along with using pepper spray and batons, Public Safety officers have the option of shooting law-breakers with Tasers instead of
guns. The Tasers shoot barbed hooks attached to cables into people,
then send 50,000 volts of electricity into their bodies, causing loss of
body control.
They’re an effective weapon in the fight against crime, no doubt, but
they raise the question: How big of a difference is there between less
lethal and non-lethal?
The answer: Big. Potentially a matter of life or death, in fact.
According to human rights group Amnesty International, Tasers
caused 152 deaths in 2005 and were a factor in 16 more.
Now, considering that Tasers were probably used thousands of times
throughout the world in 2005, that number doesn’t indicate that Taser
deaths are a rampant problem. And in cases in which a person is a serious threat to his or her self or others, a slight potential for death may
be a reasonable risk to take.
But the problem arises in circumstances in which a person is of no
threat to anyone. See, Public Safety Officers can use the Tasers not
only when people are aggressive or threatening others, but also when
they flee or refuse to follow police orders.
Now, picture this: a UM student has been drinking, as students tend
to do, and is approached by an officer. The student runs away, as students also tend to do, and, within Public Safety guidelines, gets shot
by a Taser for fleeing.
This is a problem on two levels. First, the Eighth Amendment guarantees United States citizens freedom from “cruel and unusual punishment,” and by all accounts, being shot with a Taser is very painful.
That amount of pain is hardly proportional punishment for the crimes
of underage drinking and fleeing police.
The other reason it’s a problem is that there is the potential for death
or serious injury to the student in this scenario. The first image one
sees upon visiting the Web site campaignagainstthetaser.com is of a
man whose eye is severely damaged after it was hit by a Taser. And
nobody can rightly claim that it’s fair for a student to be partially blinded or, even worse, killed for underage drinking and fleeing police.
This editorial is not anti-Taser. We appreciate the Public Safety officers and the risks they sometimes take to protect others. And we like
that they have a weapon to use in situations that warrant something
more powerful than pepper spray, but less powerful than bullets.
Sgt. Ben Gladwin with the Office of Public Safety, who trained his
fellow officers to use the Tasers, was right on when he said that Tasers
are useful in situations in which the only other option would be to kill
a person. Now, Public Safety needs to make sure that’s the only time
officers are authorized to use them.
—Peter Bulger,
Editor

Th e Kai min accep ts le t t er s t o t he e di t or
a nd
gues t c o l u m n s .

We were distressed to learn that the first
Presidential Lecture of this academic year is to be
given on Sept. 11 by Stephen M. Walt, co-author
of an ugly anti-Semitic diatribe, entitled “The
Israel Lobby,” that dresses old lies and libels in a
costume of intellectual respectability. Among the
allegations made by Walt are that citizenship in
the state of Israel is determined by “blood kinship” (a lie, the fact being that a substantial proportion of the citizens of Israel are Arabs) and that
a conspiracy of Jews determines the foreign policy of the United States (an updated version of the
infamous forgery “The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion”). The arguments Walt makes with an
appearance of learning can also be found in the
hate-literature and Web sites of extremist groups
who rant and rail against Jews and their baneful
influence.
Walt and his coauthor, John J. Mearsheimer, are
so careless with evidence that even an attempt by
Michael Massing in “The New York Review of
Books” to defend elements of their basic contention admits that their essay contains factual
errors. Massing acknowledges that they use quotations by David Ben-Gurion out of context.
Benny Morris, an Israeli revisionist historian
whose work has challenged the dominant Zionist
narrative in Israeli history and whose work is frequently cited by Mearsheimer and Walt, writes
that their work is “riddled with shoddiness and
defiled by mendacity.” Indeed, Morris asserts that
Mearsheimer and Walt have offered “a travesty of
the history that I have studied and written for the
past two decades.” Angered by the dishonest
abuse of his work, Morris maintains that “were
‘The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy’ an

Days ago, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration approved the
emergency contraceptive Plan B
for over-the-counter use. This
news is celebration-worthy,
although it was dampened by the
arrival of an airplane-flown, antichoice banner that circled the
campus during the first week of
school. Students for Choice, an
ASUM group, believes that reproductive decisions are matters of
personal responsibility and freedom and should not be interfered

Professor Stewart Justman
Liberal studies
Professor Michael Mayer
History

y

Letter
to the editor
with by political agendas of antichoice zealots, as was the case in
Missoula.
While the approval of Plan B is
a positive step toward preventing
unintended pregnancies, there is
still work to be done. For the
FDA’s decision to be effective, we
need to support and challenge our

pharmacists to stock emergency
contraception, particularly in rural
areas, so that all Montana residents can have equal access to
prevention services. Students for
Choice would like to invite the
campus community to engage in
meaningful dialogue about preventing unintended pregnancies
through the critical examination
of the systems that create barriers
for women and men to make safe
and informed choices about their
reproductive lives. Students for
Choice meets every Thursday
night at 7 in the UC, room 224.
Sarah Aronson
President, Students for Choice
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actual person, I would have to say that he did not
have a single honest bone in his body.” While we
would not deny Walt the right to spew his bigotry,
his appearance as the opening Presidential lecturer raises a fundamental question: Is the University
of Montana so contemptuous of elementary fairness that it saw no reason to invite a Presidential
lecturer to speak on the other side of the question?
This is not a matter of closing debate, but rather
one of opening it to more than one point of view.
Readers who wish to investigate Walt’s antiSemitic outpourings are referred to “The Israel
Lobby” itself as well as to the expose of the lies
therein by Benny Morris in the pages of the “New
Republic,” May 8, 2006. Pointing out the manifest failings of Walt’s work is one thing, but the
good name of the University of Montana is now
implicated in this affair. Having taken the step of
inviting an outspoken anti-Semite to deliver a lecture in its most prestigious series, it behooves the
university to invite a lecturer to rebut his allegations —— Benny Morris, Alan Dershowitz
(whose reply to Walt can be found at npr.org), or
someone of equal ability and stature. Intellectual
honesty and common decency demand no less. To
invite Walt to speak with no rebuttal is to leave a
dark stain on the President’s Lecture Series and
the university itself.

Still progress to be
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in Journalism 107
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Accuracy Watch

Fun & Games

The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know. If
we find a factual error we will correct it.
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Burns hires new campaign adviser
MARY CLARE JALONICK
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — U.S. Sen.
Conrad Burns, the Montana
Republican who recently made
controversial comments about
minorities and firefighters, is
reshuffling his campaign leadership.
Burns’ campaign announced
Tuesday that Erik Iverson, chief of
staff to Republican U.S. Rep.
Denny Rehberg, will run the campaign as senior adviser. Burns’
campaign manager, Tom Bunnell,
will retain his title but report to
Iverson.
“We wanted to make sure we
weren’t missing any holes and we
had everyone on board who can
help,” Iverson said in a conference
call with reporters. “The stakes
are high and that’s why I decided
to join the fight.”
Burns and his opponent,
Democrat Jon Tester, are tied in
several statewide polls. National
pundits have named him as one of
the Senate’s most vulnerable

incumbents.
Recent comments have put the
three-term senator in the national
spotlight. Last week, Burns said
at a fundraiser with First Lady
Laura Bush that the United States
is up against a faceless enemy of
terrorists who “drive taxi cabs in
the daytime and kill at night.”
He has also drawn criticism in
recent weeks for calling his house
painter a “nice little Guatemalan
man” during a June speech.
Burns, whose re-election campaign is pressing for tighter immigration controls, also suggested
that the man might be an illegal
immigrant.
His campaign has defended his
remarks, saying the worker is
legal and small in stature. In
response to the terrorist comment,
spokesman Jason Klindt said the
senator was simply pointing out
terrorists can be anywhere.
Burns, 71, also had to apologize after confronting members of
a firefighting team at the Billings
airport and telling them they had
done a “piss-poor job,” according
to a state report. In July, the

Hotshot crew had traveled 2,000
miles from Staunton, Va., to help
dig fire lines for about a week
around a 143-square-mile wildfire east of Billings.
Burns’ campaign said he was
merely giving voice to the frustration of Montana ranchers who
lost valuable grazing land in the
efforts to extinguish the fires.
Iverson said he sees himself as
a “supplement” to the campaign
and stressed the state cannot
afford to lose Burns, a member of
the
Senate
Appropriations
Committee.
“It is absolutely not a sign of
any floundering,” he said. “This
campaign
is
very,
very
winnable.”
But there will be a few
changes, he said.
“It’s about sharpening our message and, I can’t stress this
enough, the importance of a good
ground game on Election Day,”
Iverson said.
Iverson will take a leave of
absence from Rehberg’s office.

a political stunt and they stood by
Rumsfeld. U.S. Sen. Ted Stevens,
R-Alaska, killed the resolution,
which contained a nonbinding call
for Rumsfeld’s ouster. Stevens
used a procedural move because
the resolution was not germane to
the pending Pentagon spending
bill.
Reid said Rumsfeld was “a
leading participant in the administration’s cherry-picking and
manipulation of intelligence in the
run-up to war, exaggerating Iraq’s
connections to al-Qaida and the
threat posed by its weapons of
mass destruction.
“As a result of his and others
actions, the nation was rushed to
war based on a faulty case.”

The Democrats’ 2004 presidential nominee, U.S. Sen. John
Kerry of Massachusetts, said that
“on issue after issue, Secretary
Rumsfeld has made the wrong
decisions.”
Republicans counterpunched.
U.S. Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H.,
said Kerry sounded like a
“Monday morning quarterback.”
GOP lawmakers also portrayed
Democrats as retreating on Iraq
and the fight against terrorism.
“If my Democrat colleagues
spent half the time helping us fight
this war on terror as they do
attacking the administration, we’d
be a lot closer to winning this
war,” said U.S. Sen. Jim DeMint,
R-S.C.

Democrats urge Bush to can Rumsfeld
ANDREW TAYLOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Democrat
after Democrat took to the Senate
floor on Wednesday calling for
President Bush to fire Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, but
Republicans gave a spirited
defense and headed off a no-confidence vote.
Democratic leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., submitted the resolution,
which was the latest Democratic
attack on the Bush administration’s handling of the Iraq war.
“‘Staying the course’ is not a strategy for success,” the measure
said.
Republicans said the move was
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Israel to lift Lebanon blockade
RAVI NESSMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
JERUSALEM — Israel said
today it would lift its stifling air
and sea blockade of Lebanon,
marking a crucial breakthrough in
international efforts to rebuild
from the war between Israel and
Hezbollah guerrillas.
The
move,
announced
Wednesday by the prime minister’s office, will be the first major
test for the U.N. force charged
with keeping the peace and preventing arms shipments from
reaching Hezbollah.
It was also a victory for U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan,
who has repeatedly demanded
that Israel end the blockade, and
showed some disagreements can
be resolved with U.N. mediation.
Israel is slowly pulling its
troops out of southern Lebanon as
international peacekeepers arrive.
However, a deal on the thorniest
issue, the return of two Israeli soldiers whose July 12 capture
sparked the fighting, will be far
more difficult to broker, since
Israel has demanded their unconditional release but Hezbollah has
insisted on a prisoner swap.
Israel imposed an air, land and
sea blockade shortly after the war
against Hezbollah began. Israel
said it was vital to stopping the
guerrilla group from resupplying
itself with arms from its major
patrons, Syria and Iran.
There are no estimates of losses
from the blockade, but at one
point it caused severe fuel shortages in Lebanon, leading to long
lines at gas stations and forcing
the electric company to ration
power. In recent weeks, some supply ships were allowed to dock
after coordinating with Israel, easing the fuel crisis and allowing the
electricity authority to lift part of
the rationing.
Israel had said it would not end
the blockade until a beefed up
U.N. force in southern Lebanon
could prevent arms shipments to
Hezbollah.
On Wednesday, a statement
from Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert’s office said Annan and

Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice told Olmert the international
force was ready to monitor the airports and seaports, so Israel
agreed to lift the blockade at 6
p.m. (9 a.m. MDT) today.
“We have said from the beginning of the blockade ... that as
soon as international troops would
arrive, Israel would hand over the
implementation of the (arms)
embargo to the international
troops,” Israeli government
spokeswoman Miri Eisin said.
When Israel’s decision was
announced at a political gathering
in Lebanon on Wednesday
evening, the crowd broke into
noisy applause.
Lebanese President Emile
Lahoud, a staunch supporter of
Hezbollah, hailed the decision as
a victory for Lebanon.
“Lebanon’s firm position and
its refusal to bow to pressure or
blackmail forced Israeli officials
to take the decision on lifting the
blockade,” he said, adding that
Israel still has to remove its forces
from south Lebanon.
Eisin said Israel was still concerned about arms smuggling to
Hezbollah across Lebanon’s border with Syria.
“Until that issue is resolved,
Israel will continue to reserve our
right of self defense to continue to
implement the embargo against
any arrival of weapons to
Hezbollah from Syria,” she said,
in what appeared to be an implied
threat to conduct airstrikes against
vehicles carrying arms shipments.
Israel has called for international troops to be stationed along the
border, but Lebanon says it can
patrol the area itself with only
technical support from the U.N.
mission. Lebanon has deployed
thousands of troops there, sealing
off smuggling routes along the
rugged mountain frontier. Syria
also has promised to improve
security along the frontier.
German experts were expected
to arrive at Beirut airport
Wednesday and German naval
forces were to take positions
along the coast within two weeks,
the Israeli statement said.
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Crews still battling
fire near Big Timber
BIG TIMBER (AP) —
Helicopters armed with water
buckets were back in the air
Wednesday morning helping
ground crews trying to contain
the 289-square-mile fire near
here that has destroyed 26
homes and forced hundreds to
evacuate.
Thick smoke from the Derby
Mountain fire, now estimated
at 185,000 acres, temporarily
stalled aerial firefighting
efforts a day earlier, but ground
crews were still able to make
gains on the blaze, increasing
containment to 45 percent by
Wednesday morning, said Joan
Dickerson, a fire information
officer.
But she said fire officials are
still struggling to contain
advancing flames on the fire’s
northwest corner.
“That’s the piece we’re trying to hold onto again today
and secure that corner,” she
said. “If we can get through
that today, things are going to
look pretty good.”
Red flag warnings prompted
by low humidity, heavy fire
fuels and the potential for
winds kept firefighters guarded. The fire was started by
lightning on Aug. 22.
About 265 homes were evacuated Sunday night on the
western flank, although firefighters appeared to have prevented any homes from being
damaged, said Dave Daniels,
another fire information officer.
About 840 people who were
evacuated from homes earlier
along the eastern edge of the
fire were allowed to return to
their homes late Monday, but
most of those evacuated along
the western edge were not yet
being allowed to return, fire
officials said.
Fire managers remained concerned about protecting the
Boulder River drainage, a popular recreation area that is also
home to large, private ranches
and vacation homes. Despite
efforts Tuesday to keep flames
out of the drainage, Dickerson
said the fire had crossed into
the drainage late Tuesday,
burning about a mile down

toward the river.
She said crews had set some
backfires and were providing
structure protection at homes in
the area and none were considered immediately threatened.
Smoke from that fire and others prompted air-quality warnings
across
southwestern
Montana. The Department of
Environmental quality said the
air in Bozeman and areas
around the Derby Mountain fire
was
“very
unhealthy,”
Wednesday morning, while the
air in Butte was unhealthy.
The DEQ issued a warning
that the air was unhealthy for
sensitive groups in Livingston,
Helena, Missoula, Whitefish,
Kalispell and Libby.
Forecasters said it could be
as late as Friday before the
smoke cleared.
Brian Westberg, a pharmacist
at Western Drug in Bozeman,
said the pharmacy, said people
with asthma are having flareups and “we’re selling a lot of
over-the-counter medicines for
eye problems.”
Schools in Bozeman and
Belgrade moved some athletic
practices inside Tuesday while
Big Timber canceled its athletic practices.
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COT carpentry students build a future
PAT DUGANZ
FOR THE KAIMIN
In 1971, adjunct professor Donnie Laughlin
dropped out of a doctorate program at the
University of Texas at Austin and became a carpenter as a way of spreading his philosophy in a
real-world setting. That setting is now the
University of Montana College of Technology’s
new carpentry program.
“With carpentry you come to a place where
your hands and your feet are doing the work
around you, and your mind is free to explore any
of the common philosophical questions we all
have. It’s very freeing,” he said.
John Walker, the carpentry program director,
said Laughlin is the unofficial head of the College
of Technology’s carpentry program that began
last spring. Laughlin oversees the curriculum of
the 22 students enrolled in the program.
“President Dennison wanted a full-time professor to head the program, but I don’t really do anything,” Walker said.
With the money from a $2 million U.S.
Department of Labor grant, the COT began offering an Associate of Applied Science degree for
completion of a two-year training program. It’s
one of four schools in Montana that offer such an
option.
Laughlin, a carpenter for 35 years, said the
grant provides funding for the carpentry program
as well as some aid to students for books, tuition
and tools in some cases.
“We want students to come away knowing what
contractors are expecting today. Really, the fundamentals never change,” he said. Students can
leave the program after one year and receive a
certificate showing they have completed a year of
a carpentry apprenticeship.
Carpentry student Tyler Buxbaum, who plans to
stay in the program for two years, said he is

studying carpentry because it’s “better than sitting in a classroom.”
“So far we’ve been doing a lot of talking about
things I already know, but we’re starting to build
stuff, so that’s good,” he said.
Laughlin said the program is built on preparing
students to get them “ahead of the game.”
“When you go out to get a job as an apprentice,” Laughlin said, “contractors aren’t so
focused on teaching as they are on production, so
being able to hit the job site with experience is a
huge advantage when it comes to finding work.
The market is highly competitive.”
Graduates would still be required to apprentice
for two years to become journeymen, the level
above apprenticeship in carpentry. Laughlin said
that this might encourage some students to leave
after the first year, but that the second year covers many topics students need to know.
“You ask any student in the program what they
want to do and they’ll tell you build a house.
Well, that takes more than just putting the house
up. The second year is built around getting deeper into how to build and also what permits and
inspections are needed in construction,” Laughlin
said.
Second-year students also learn about placement of solar panels and alternative-building supplies such as straw bales, tires, clay and “old blue
jeans as insulation,” Laughlin said.
“This is our first full year as a program, so the
COT has never had a course on alternative building supplies. I didn’t even know about most of
this stuff,” he said.
Laughlin said students in the program are
expected, but not required, to seek outside
employment to further their skills as well as to
earn money.
“We had students working construction all
summer and some of them even working part time
right now,” he said.
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Study abroad examines expanding opportunities
JACOB BAYNHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Though the University of
Montana’s Office of International
Programs already offers study
abroad opportunities in more than
35 countries across six continents, its directors have even bigger dreams.
It hosted a daylong study
abroad fair in the UC Wednesday,
with returning students fielding
questions and sharing their experiences.
“It was amazing to study and
travel for five months,” said Sam
Sulser, a UM student who just
returned from the University of
Central Lancashire in the United
Kingdom. “It’s the opportunity of
a lifetime, there’s no other way to
do it.”
Though his academic program
was based in England, with some
careful calendar management
Sulser managed to spend time in
Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Poland,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary, Austria, Slovenia, the
Netherlands,
France
and
Belgium, to name a few.
“It opens millions of doors for
you,” Sulser said. “When people
see you don’t crack under the
pressure of another culture, it
shows you have some character.”
Though one of Sulser’s memorable experiences includes “getting goosed in Slovakia and
breaking my kneecap,” he’s eager
to return to Europe.
“The beer’s a little cheaper in
Bratislava,” he said. “You tend to
drink a bit more.”
Two paces away, senior
Rachael Rhine spoke about her
year at Sophia University in
Tokyo, Japan. Not only was
Rhine studying in a different culture, she was also taking her
courses in Japanese, having studied the language for just three
years.

“It was definitely difficult,” she
said. “Functioning in a foreign
language is exhausting, but it was
worth it. I have a whole new
respect for foreign exchange students here.”
Nearby were three such students, fresh off the plane from
Valparaiso, Chile, to study here at
UM.
One of them, Roberto Flores,
explained the difficult transition.
“I thought I was going to get
used to living here easily, but I
found it is a little difficult. I’m
amazed by the diversity of things
to buy. But the women here are
beautiful.”
Next to Flores, Paola Silva, in
her first experience abroad,
explained her two reasons for
coming to Missoula to study.
“I have two hopes,” she said.
“The most important is to
improve my English and the other
is to meet people and know about
other cultures.”
Language and culture are two
of the same reasons Assistant
Director for Study Abroad Marja
Unkuri-Chaudhry uses to urge
students to add an overseas experience to their education.

“To live in a foreign culture
outside your comfort zone is a
very valuable experience,” she
said.
Moreover, Unkuri-Chaudhry
thinks studying abroad is increasingly relevant in today’s world.
“Since 9/11 it’s more important
than ever to study abroad,” she
said. “World peace involves
knowing about each other.”
Unkuri-Chaudhry said UM’s
study abroad program receives
tremendous support from faculty,
especially President George
Dennison, who is chair of the
board of directors for the
International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP).
“In 1996 when I joined UM we
had about 13 partner universities,” Unkuri-Chaudhry said.
“Now we have over 40.”
Having returned from the U.K.,
Sam Sulser says he has a greater
interest in international students.
“When I see an exchange student I want to go up and talk to
them, to see how their experience
is going,” he said. “It opens your
mind. It makes you think yours is
not the greatest culture – there are
so many others.”

Interested in
s t u d y i n g a b r o a d?
Stop by the International Center
(next to the Math Building) for a
Study Abroad Information Session.
·Mondays: 3-4 p.m., room 109
·Wednesdays: 9-10 a.m., room 113
·Thursdays: 12-1 p.m., room 113

The Montana Kaimin:
Goes great with coffee.
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Dennison will receive salary comparable to region’s presidents
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SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Next fall, University of Montana President
George Dennison will receive a pay increase
of some $40,000, approved last year by the
Montana Board of Regents.
And according to him, it’s a raise that he
— and the Office of the President —
deserves.
“They’ve increased it over time, but there
have been several years in which there were
no increases, so I think it’s entirely time,”
Dennison said.
Last November, the board voted to
increase the salaries of both Dennison and
Montana State University President Geoffrey

Gamble from 70 percent of the regional average for university president salaries to 90
percent. Dennison’s increase will go into
effect in October 2007, though he had a
choice to defer the increase until 2008.
Dennison said the university’s budget
remained balanced and he “didn’t see any
reason why I wouldn’t take it.”
Last fall, The Chronicle of Higher
Education listed Dennison as the lowest-paid
head of a doctoral institution in the nation.
According to Kevin McRae at the Office
of the Commissioner of Higher Education,
Dennison’s salary currently sits at $149,543,
but next year’s pay raise would bring it up to
$191,047, an increase of $41,504. The average pay for university presidents in Montana,

North Dakota, South Dakota, Idaho and
Wyoming is $212,274.
For comparison, President Bush receives
roughly $400,000 per year. In 2002, Montana
paid its governor nearly $90,000. The 2003
median household income in Montana was
$34,449.
The pay increase is partially reflective of
performance, but a salary comparable to others in the region will one day be necessary to
attract a new president, Dennison said.
“Frankly, if this system wants to recruit
people to replace me or Geoff Gamble,
they’re going to have to pay,” he said.
Dennison, who just began his 17th year as
president, said he did not have any plans to
leave UM.

Bush verifies existence of secret CIA prisons
DEB RIECHMANN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – President
Bush on Wednesday acknowledged for the first time that the
CIA runs secret prisons overseas
and said tough interrogation
forced terrorist leaders to reveal
plots to attack the United States
and its allies.
Bush said 14 suspects including
the mastermind of the Sept. 11
attacks and architects of the 2000
bombing of the USS Cole and the
U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya
and Tanzania, had been turned
over to the Defense Department
and moved to the U.S. detention
center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
for trial.
“This program has been, and
remains, one of the most vital
tools in our war against the terrorists,” Bush said.
“Were it not for this program,
our intelligence community
believes that al-Qaida and its
allies would have succeeded in
launching another attack against
the American homeland.”
Releasing information declassified just hours earlier, Bush said
the capture of one terrorist just
months after the Sept. 11 attacks
had led to the capture of another
and then another, and had revealed
planning for attacks using airplanes, car bombs and anthrax.
Nearing the fifth anniversary of
Sept. 11, Bush pressed Congress
to quickly pass administrationdrafted legislation authorizing the
use of military commissions for
trials
of
terror
suspects.
Legislation is needed because the
Supreme Court in June said the
administration’s plan for trying

detainees in military tribunals violated U.S. and international law.
The president’s speech gave
him an opportunity to shore up his
administration’s credentials on
national security two months
before congressional elections at a
time when Americans are growing
weary of the war in Iraq.
With the transfer of the 14 men
to Guantanamo, there currently
are no detainees being held by the
CIA, Bush said. A senior administration official said the CIA had
detained fewer than 100 suspected
terrorists in the history of the program.

Still, Bush said that “having a
CIA program for questioning terrorists will continue to be crucial
to getting lifesaving information.”
Earlier this year, an anti-torture
panel at the United Nations recommended the closure of
Guantanamo
and
criticized
alleged U.S. use of secret prisons
and suspected delivery of prisoners to foreign countries for questioning. Some Democrats and
human rights groups argued that
the CIA’s secret prison system did
not allow monitoring for abuses
and they hoped that it would be

shut down.
“He finally acknowledged the
elephant in the room that everybody had always been talking
about,” said Jumana Musa, advocacy director for Amnesty
International USA.
“I think what surprised me is he
seemed to be asking Congress to
legalize it through statutes, essentially allowing him to continue to
detain people in secret by sort of
putting forth all this information
that they got from these folks and
somehow using that to justify
what has been recognized by U.N.
committees as an unlawful act and
contrary to our treaty obligations.”
The president declined to disclose the location or details of the

detainees’ confinement or the
interrogation techniques.
“I cannot describe the specific
methods used - I think you understand why,” Bush said in the East
Room, where families of some of
those who died in the Sept. 11
attacks heartily applauded him
when he promised to finally bring
the perpetrators of the attack to
justice.
“If I did, it would help the terrorists learn how to resist questioning and to keep information
from us that we need to prevent
new attacks on our country. But I
can say the procedures were
tough, and they were safe and lawful and necessary.”
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Photos by Eleena Fikhman
Above: Aphrodesia, a San Francisco based band, offered a “Super
Aphro” beat to the patrons of the 2006 Tour de Fat, which was held
in Caras Park Saturday, Sept. 2.
Left: Seventeen-year-old Thearon “Biscuits” waves at the crowd as
he flies by on his BMX bike. “Biscuits” wowed his audience with a
variety of tricks including jumping off a van and landing with a
180.

Below: A variety of unique bicycles were on display and available
for Tour de Fat-goers to test out. The bicycles ranged from bicycles
with full drum sets attached, to the one above, which boasted offroad-like tires.
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Above: Senior Taylore Beckman rocked out and danced her Saturday
afternoon away to the musical stylings of Aphrodesia.

Left: This was the 7th Annual Tour de Fat to come through Missoula. The
event offered a wide range of New Belgium beers, bicycle tricks, dancing and
live music. People of all ages attended the event.
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Ex-Illinois gov. sentenced
in corruption case
CHICAGO (AP) — Former
Gov. George Ryan, who was
acclaimed by capital punishment
foes for suspending executions in
Illinois and emptying out death
row, was sentenced Wednesday to
6 1/2 years behind bars in the
corruption scandal that ruined his
political career.
“People of this state expected
better, and I let them down,” the
72-year-old Ryan said in court
before hearing his sentence.
Federal prosecutors had asked
for eight to 10 years in prison.
Defense attorneys argued that
even 2 1/2 years would deprive
Ryan of the last healthy years of
his life.
“Government leaders have an
obligation to stand as the example.
Mr. Ryan failed to meet that
standard,” U.S. District Judge
Rebecca R. Pallmeyer said.
Ryan was convicted in April of
racketeering conspiracy, fraud and
other offenses for taking payoffs
from political insiders in
exchange for state business while
he was Illinois secretary of state
from 1991 to 1999 and governor
for four years after that. The verdict capped Illinois’ biggest political corruption trial in decades.
Iraq set to take command
of its military
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq
will take control of its armed
forces command on Thursday, a
major step on its painful path
toward independence and an
essential move before internation-

World

al troops can eventually withdraw.
Despite the progress, there was
more bloodshed with at least 36
people killed across the country in
car bombs, mortar attacks and
drive-by shootings. Police also
found 29 bodies.
“This is such a huge, significant
event that’s about to occur tomorrow,” U.S. military spokesman
Maj. Gen. William Caldwell said
of the shift in the Iraqi command.
“If you go back and you map out
significant events that have
occurred in this government’s
formation in taking control of the
country, tomorrow is gigantic.”
The highly anticipated ceremony, which will put the prime minister in direct control of the military, comes five days after it was
originally scheduled. The government abruptly called off the original ceremony at the last minute.
The U.S. and the Iraqis did not
publicly reveal many details of the
disagreement, other than to say it
was more procedural than substantive.
NASA postpones Atlantis liftoff
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — An electrical problem
forced NASA to postpone
Wednesday’s liftoff of the space
shuttle Atlantis yet again, and
engineers faced with a tight
launch schedule struggled to
understand the problem.
About 11 hours before the
scheduled
midday
launch,
engineers discovered that a
coolant pump that chills one of the
shuttle’s three electricity-generating fuel cells was giving an erratic reading. NASA rules say all

in
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Brief

three fuel cells must be working to
launch, and if one fails in orbit,
the shuttle must come home
promptly.
NASA officials met for hours
during the afternoon to figure out
whether they could fix the
problem, whether they could safely ignore it, or whether they would
have to put the flight on hold for
perhaps weeks.
The space agency said that if
the problem could be fixed
overnight or is deemed not serious, NASA could make another
launch attempt at midday
Thursday or Friday.
If not, the space agency may
have to wait until late October —
or relax daylight launching rules
instituted after the 2003 Columbia
accident and try again at the end
of September.
Rocky wins Philly spot
by split decision
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Rocky Balboa — or more specifically, a statue of the Hollywood
palooka, boxing gloves raised in
triumph — is being restored to a
spot outside the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, the winner by a
split decision in a bout between
fine art and pop culture.
Despite complaints that the
statue is piece of kitsch undeserving of display near Renoirs and
Monets, the city Art Commission
voted 6-2 Wednesday to move the
2,000-pound bronze out of storage
and put it on a street-level pedestal
near the museum steps.
The steps were the setting for
one of the most famous scenes in
Sylvester Stallone’s 1976 movie

Libel Free
Since ‘93
*editor’s note: check date

“Rocky” and have been a big
tourist attraction ever since, with
visitors to Philadelphia imitating
the Italian Stallion’s sweat-suited
dash to the top. (Of course, after
bounding up the 72 steps and
pumping their fists in the air like
Rocky, the tourists often turn
around and leave without setting
foot in the museum.)
The 8-foot-6 Rocky is expected
to be on his granite pedestal in
time for a dedication ceremony
Friday.
“We’re thrilled,” said city
Commerce Director Stephanie
Naidoff. “What more wonderful a
symbol of hard work and dedication is there than Rocky?”
“Intersex” fish raise
pollutant concerns
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Scientists say abnormal “intersex”
fish, with both male and female
characteristics,
have
been
discovered in the Potomac River
and its tributaries across the
Capitol Region, raising questions
about how contaminants are
affecting millions of people who
drink tap water there.
“I don’t know, and I don’t think
anybody knows, the answer to that
question right now: Is the effect in
the fish transferable to humans?”
said Thomas Jacobus, general
manager of the Washington
Aqueduct, which filters river
water for residents to drink in the
District of Columbia, Arlington,
Va., and Falls Church, Va.
So far, there is no evidence that
tap water from the Potomac is
unsafe to drink, according to
Jacobus and officials at other area utilities.

Humans should be less susceptible to pollutants than fish
because of their larger bodies and
different hormone systems. And
unlike fish, their bodies are not
constantly exposed to the water.
The worrisome fish were first
found in a West Virginia stream in
2003. Now, scientists are finding
male smallmouth and largemouth
bass with immature eggs in their
sex organs at testing sites dotting
the region.
Dylan tops Billboards
NEW YORK (AP) — Bob
Dylan is back at the top of the
charts — for the first time in 30
years. His new album, “Modern
Times,” reached No. 1 on the
album sales chart, selling 192,000
units in its first week of release,
according to Nielsen SoundScan
figures released Wednesday.
The critically acclaimed disc is
Dylan’s first No. 1 album since
1976’s “Desire.”
Jessica Simpson’s “A Public
Affair” debuted at no. 5 with
101,000 copies sold — the highest
charting of her career. It’s
Simpson’s first release since her
divorce from Nick Lachey.
Girl group Danity Kane sold
117,000 copies of their debut
album, “Danity Kane,” slipping to
second place from the top spot.
Another debut, the rapper Young
Dro’s “Best Thang Smokin”
placed third, selling 104,000
copies.
Christina Aguilera’s “Back to
Basics” slipped one spot to No. 4
with sales of 101,000, edging out
Simpson by just a few hundred.
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Surfing Brennan’s
Story by Daniel Person
Photos by Kevin Hoffman

Wave

Craig McCallum catches Brennan’s Wave on his surfboard Wednesday evening. McCallum admitted that he started wearing a helmet early last spring, but the only thing to come in contact with his
head has been his board.

Necessity is the mother of invention, so it’s not
uncommon to see Montana thrill seekers finding new
ways to up the adrenaline.
Enter Craig McCallum, a University of Montana
senior majoring in journalism. Last spring, only about
two months after the man-made Brennan’s Wave was
completed, McCallum strapped his red surf board to
his ankle and hopped into the Clark Fork with the
kayakers for whom the wave was built.
He had only surfed for a week previously, and that
was in the ocean. But according to him, he had to get
out there after “watching ‘Point Break’ too much.”
And he’s still at it, along with a few others.
Although there are no official stats in the sport, both
McCallum and fellow Brennan’s Wave surfboarder
Ross Peterson estimate that about seven people comprise the wave’s surfing community.

Who was first is also unclear; both McCallum and
Peterson say they don’t know of anyone doing it
before themselves, but they decline to take the title of
“The First.”
Apparently, no animosity exists between the surfers
and the kayakers.
Kayaker Caleb George said it’s just another way for
people to enjoy Missoula, and he thinks Brennan
Guth, in whose memory the wave was built, would
have thought the same thing.
Guth, a Missoula kayaker, died in Chile in 2001
when his kayak was swept into a cave.
“I think Brennan would get a kick out of it,” George
said. “People just having a good time.”
And as another kayaker, Jim Hepburn, sympathetically pointed out, “It’s quite a distance to the nearest
ocean.”

River surfing is not a brand new sport, but it is also
no behemoth in the extreme sports world, and some
people say they don’t get the appeal.
Christine Ross, an onlooker on the balcony in Caras
Park that overlooks the wave, said, “There’s other
things you can do in Montana without surfing. He
looks like a displaced Californian.”
When talking about the future of river surfing,
McCallum only spoke for himself, saying he was
hooked.
Peterson, for his part, doesn’t know if the sport will
take off, he said.
“I could see there being something of a little scene,”
he said. “But people probably said the same thing
about snowboarding.”

McCallum waxes down his surfboard before getting in the water Wednesday. Although
McCallum’s board was designed by Riot Kayaks and the wave is stationary, there is little
difference between waves in the river and waves in the ocean.

McCallum pulls on a shirt after finishing a session of surfing in the Clark Fork River on Wednesday. Due to the size
of his board, McCallum can strap it to the back of his bike after surfing.
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PEGGY ANDERSEN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEATTLE — In the past quarter
century, this Emerald City in the
Evergreen State has lost nearly 1.7
million trees, roughly half the urban
forest that shaded yards, parks and
open spaces, to population growth,
lax maintenance and view seekers.
City officials want to reverse the
trend.
“Today I challenge every resident
to plant a tree in your yard this fall,”
Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels said
Wednesday. His proposed new
Urban Forest Management Plan
aims to get 650,000 new trees
planted over the next 30 years. “We
can all help turn back the threat to
our forests, whether it’s by planting
trees in our yards or volunteering in
our forested parks,” he said.
Seattle’s tree cover has shrunk
from 40 percent in 1972 to 18 percent today, a city news release said,
undercutting nature’s ability to handle stormwater, reduce erosion and
clean the air.
One catalyst for the project was
“the realization that trees really are
an important part of the civic infrastructure ... They produce cooling.
They’re a huge stormwater-management asset,” said John Healy in

the Office of Sustainability and
Environment, which will take the
lead role in restoring the greenery.
“I think one thing we hope to do
... is to dispel the myth that Seattle
will be forever green if we continue
on this trajectory,” he said. “We
have to make plans now so Seattle
is not ‘the city formerly known as
emerald.’”
This isn’t Seattle’s first try, noted
Cass Turnbull, founder of Plant
Amnesty.
“I haven’t seen it yet but I’m
pretty sure it’s not enough,” she
said of the plan. “There’s a history
of a lot of planning but no action in
the city of Seattle.”
A commitment to maintenance
would be a start, she said. “Masses
of trees were planted for the millennium and not watered,” and many
died along parched city streets. “We
have the money for this. People are
unwilling to part with it. We’re
going to be looking at a smog-filled
Puget Basin and we’re going to be
taking bodies out of poor people’s
houses ... Trees are low-income air
conditioning.”
As the plan stands, she said, “it’s
not an urban forest program, it’s a
feel-good program.”
So what happened to the hundreds of thousands of trees that

On the We b

www.seattle.gov

Plant-a-Tree Program

Plant Amnesty

www.plantamnesty.org
gave the city its nickname?
“It’s a combination of things,”
Healy said. “The city’s secondgrowth forest is aging out, so old
age is part of it. Invasive plants like
English ivy (are) part of it.
Construction is a piece of it.”
Sometimes it’s all about the view.
In May, following a jury trial, a
judge on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals paid the city more than
$600,000 after nearly an acre of
trees was clearcut in Colman Park,
on land that bordered his Lake
Washington view property. The
judge claimed his gardener misunderstood his trimming instructions;
the gardener said he was just carrying out his boss’ wishes.
Gordon Bradley, chairman of the
College of Forest Resources faculty

at the University of Washington,
praised the idea of making the
urban forest “a high priority and
actually do something about it, possibly. You’d be amazed at the kinds
of innovative programs there are
across the country.”
Turnbull said she thought city
residents would love an effective
urban forest policy. “But they don’t
have the political clout of the
builders and developers,” she said.
The construction industry, which
has flourished as area population
growth has boomed, is anxious
about the undertaking.
“We had a little bit of dialogue
with Deputy Mayor (Tim) Ceis
today,” said Tim Attebery with the
Master Builders Association of
King and Snohomish Counties.

www.montanakaimin.com

“We’re just requesting a seat at
the table when the task force
comes together in the fall” to
weigh input from the public.
“There’s already fairly restrictive regulations in place,” he said.
“We don’t want anything to get in
the way of our being able to build
affordable housing.”
While there was a sense in the
city’s early history of clearing the
wilderness to make way for civilization, the famed Olmsted
Brothers, who designed New
York’s Central Park, were called
in early last century to enhance
nature in this Northwest town,
Bradley said. City arborists have
encouraged street-tree plantings
through the decades.
To kick off the campaign, the
city is giving away 2,000 trees
this fall to residents who apply for
the Plant-a-Tree-for-Free program. Residential trees make up
42 percent of Seattle’s city’s tree
canopy.
Nickels’ proposed 2007-08
budget includes $500,000 for new
park trees and $400,000 for a
Neighborhood Matching Fund
Tree Program. A proposal on the
city’s November ballot includes
$1.5 million to maintain and
expand the number of street trees.
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The 19th hole NFL extravaganza:
Steelers slams, Shakira, and more
The 19th hole
by Danny Davis

NFL season prediction magazines, take a
gander at the 19th Hole Football
Extravaganza. It’s probably about as pointon as anything Peter King has to say.
Plus, Peter King probably never picked
George Mason to make it to the Final Four.
Super Bowl prediction1
San Francisco 49ers 24
Houston Texans 3
Super Bowl prediction2
Detroit Lions 41
Miami Dolphins 14

Well, the NFL season is finally upon us
and I’ve got some good news and some bad
news.
The bad news is the season kicks off
tonight with the worthless defending Super
Bowl champions Pittsburgh Steelers opening against the Miami Dolphins. The good
news is the appendage of Steelers’ quarterback and Pittsburgh hero, Ben
Roethlisberger, did what his motorcycle
couldn’t: sideline Big Ben for a couple of
games.
I could lament Roethlisberger’s off-season misfortunes for this entire column but
that would also mean spending an entire
column on the Steelers, and quite frankly
I’ve already wasted two paragraphs on that
repulsive franchise from the Steel City.
However, being as it is the opening
weekend, every sap in America (see:
ESPN’s Sean Salisbury and Fox’s Terry
Bradshaw) is going to have, and unfortunately voice, an opinion on who will be
named Super Bowl champion in Miami on
Feb. 4.
Unfortunately, God or Buddha or whatever high deity you choose to believe in has
funny ways of disproving these so-called
experts, and you end up with a team like
the Chicago Bears getting a first-round bye
in the playoffs.
So before you blow $41.93 on seven

MVP 3
Eric Parker, San Diego Chargers
Parker is coming off a career-high 57catch, three-touchdown season, and
although the Chargers lost All-Pro quarterback Drew Brees in the off-season, Parker
should see his number skyrocket to, say, 58
catches and four touchdowns. Parker barely edges out wide receiver Samie Parker of
the Kansas City Chiefs for this illustrious
award.
Pittsburgh Steelers running back and
2006 Super Bowl hero Willie Parker is
probably the most deserving Parker, but he
is a Steeler and, thus, is disqualified. Tough
break kid.
Fantasy Player of the Year
Shakira.

4

Touchdown Celebration of the Year
Stricter rules will be set up this year, thus
limiting the originality of touchdown
dances that dominate “Sportscenter” highlights as much as the actual highlights.
However, if these players have any cajones,
they will stand up to the man and keep
doing their moonwalks, end-zone cell
phone conversations and pompom dances.
Just remember, the Founding Fathers didn’t
let the Brits push them around.
If these NFL ballas can’t cut it, I say send
in the UM Dance Team, or even better, the
Super Skippers. Seriously, imagine Chad

Johnson or T.O. throwing down some double-dutch in the end zone with a bunch of
preteens after hauling in a 60-yard touchdown pass in the fourth quarter. Hot damn,
that would be golden.
The “Really? Was Flava Flav Busy?”
Award
So here’s a riddle for you: What kind of
post-retirement job will 18,355 career rushing yards and three Super Bowl rings get
you?
If you guessed a sweet ESPN analyst gig
or even a job as a used-car dealer, you are
wrong. The correct answer is a spot on the
third season of “Dancing With the Stars”
where you can catch NFL great, and my
boyhood idol, Emmitt Smith beginning
Sept. 12. Smith will try to serve other hasbeens such as Vivica A. Fox, Mario Lopez
and Tucker Carlson of MSNBC.
Now, while this is probably his worst
career decision since he decided to join the
Arizona Cardinals in 2003, Smith should
be able to dance his way past a slew of
stars, and by “stars,” ABC must mean a
brothel of C-listers desperate to get red carpet treatment. However, Smith is probably
going to lose in the finals to talk show guru
Jerry Springer because, well, Jerry loses to
nobody.
Afterwards Emmitt should consider
starting a reality TV show to find a new
agent because the one he has now obviously sucks.

“We’ll have an injury report
tomorrow,” he said. “I’m not
going to speak to injuries this
year. At all.”
It was unclear whether
Swogger’s injury would interfere
with the Grizzlies’ home opener
Saturday against South Dakota
State. But Hauck was hoping for
the best.
“I’d sure like to see them prepare for (backup) Cole Bergquist
and then have Josh Swogger come
out,” Hauck said.

Broadcaster of the Year Award
It’s hard to properly describe broadcaster
John Madden’s color-commentary skills
without having the Kaimin inbox flooded
with e-mail about how insensitive I am to
people with special needs. Let’s just say
Madden utters phrases alternately obscure
and obvious in the same breath, making a
casual observer wonder why Madden has a
cushy job at NBC and, say, one’s 84-yearold grandma doesn’t. There are a plethora
of casual observations that Madden is going
to make that are just plain brainless, but I’m
guessing the dumbest, probably muttered
by week two, will be along the lines of, “It’s
the quarterback’s job to throw the football.”
Wow, folks. He’s a Hall-of-Famer, too.
Fearless
Cleveland Browns predic5
tions
The Browns will go 14-2 and run away
with the AFC North crown. Second-year
quarterback Charlie Frye will throw for
4,320 yards and 46 touchdowns while tight
end, and self-described “soldier,” Kellen
Winslow II, will catch 270 passes and 76
touchdowns.

1

The Tim Hauck Award
Given to the best player in the NFL who
used to call Missoula home. This year’s
award goes to former Montana running
back Justin Green who is now playing fullback for the Baltimore Ravens, mostly
because there are less than half a dozen former Griz in the NFL, and Green is the only
one to give UM a shout-out on Monday
Night Football.
Also, Green got into a fight with
Baltimore linebacker Terrell Suggs to kick
off the Ravens training camp. Good ol’

Meanwhile, Grizzly punter
Tyson Johnson has injured his
right knee, and was on crutches
and wearing a knee brace at practice Wednesday.
Johnson, of Stevensville, averaged 47 yards on four kicks at
Iowa. That mark leads the Big Sky
Conference.

If the Colts, Patriots, Chiefs, Browns, Panthers,

Seahawks, Dolphins and all 23 other NFL franchises happen to mysteriously die in tragic plane crashes during a twoweek stretch in November.
2

Swogger may be out of Saturday’s
game due to broken pinky finger
MISSOULA (AP) - University
of Montana quarterback Josh
Swogger participated in practice
Wednesday despite reports that he
has a broken pinky finger.
The Washington State transfer
was wearing a bandage on his left
hand, which is not his throwing
hand. He apparently hurt it in the
third quarter of UM’s 41-7 loss to
the Hawkeyes on Saturday.
Montana coach Bobby Hauck
declined to comment on the injury
Wednesday.

Montana boys.

Using the celebrity birthday method introduced in the

19th Hole 2006 NCAA tournament pick-em (March 15,
2006), Detroit veteran signal caller Jon Kitna is exactly one
year younger than “Fresh Prince of Bel Air” star Alfonso
Ribiero while Miami quarterback Daunte Culpepper shares
the same birthday with boy band backup singers… er,
stars… Nick Carter (Backstreet Boys) and Joey Fatone
(N’SYNC).
3

Most Valuable Parker.

4

Not the average football season definition of “fantasy”.

Besides, Shakira is a much sexier pick than Shaun
Alexander.
5

Prediction may have been made while the author was

slightly intoxicated.

nine out of 10 journalists recommend the
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Club teams offer students
a smorgasbord of sports
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Kicking off into a new school
year, University of Montana
club teams are eagerly searching for students to join in on
their shenanigans.
With options ranging from
alpine skiing and baseball to
dodge ball and hockey, UM club
teams leave no stone unturned
when it comes to variety.
“I think it’s a great chance to
meet people,” said Arik Brum,
president of the UM Jesters
rugby team. “There’s a chance
to learn something new, and of
course stay in shape and just be
active.”
UM senior Morganne Johnson
said she likes the choices of
clubs.
“They have sports for every
interest, men and women can
both play equally pretty much,”
said Johnson, who is a member
of the UM women’s hockey
team.
Last week, club teams kicked
off recruitment for the 20062007 season.
Brum, a senior, said it’s sometimes difficult to find the time
for recruitment, but the team
has managed to get information
out to students.
“We’ve set up a bunch of welcome tables. We were at the
Welcomefest at the Oval on
Friday, and we’ve got some
fliers floating around in the
dorms,” Brum said. “Other than
that, we rely on word of mouth a
lot.”
Some clubs, like the UM
Equestrian team, bring their
interests directly onto campus.
Two members rode horses
around the Oval on Tuesday,
while three other equestrians
tended to a sign-up table.
“It’s a good way to tap into
your interests, like riding horses, for example,” said UM sophomore Hannah Greene on why
club sports are so appealing to
students. “We like to get to
know each other and share our
passion, which is horses.”
Brum agrees that club sports
tend to spark an interest in students.
“[Club sports are] a bit smaller than the normal sports, but
that’s one of the aspects of
being a club sport that makes it
a little more appealing,” Brum
said. “Not only are you allowed
to get your school and work in
order most the time, but then
you’re allowed to participate in
something that keeps you in
shape and allows you to have a
good time.”
Unlike the multitude of competitive sports at UM, students

Montana
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Libel free
since ‘93
*editor’s note: check date

Senior EvaLyn
Whitehead spikes the
ball past a teammate
during practice Tuesday
at the Adams Center.
Whitehead played in 24
matches and 82 games
during her junior season. The Griz play in
the Portland
Tournament today in
Portland, Ore.

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Trevor McBride takes down a teammate Wednesday afternoon during rugby practice at Dornblaser
Field. This season will be McBride’s second.

don’t have to be the next Dave
Dickenson in order to play on
the team.
“We don’t require any experience,” Brum said. “It always
helps to have guys that have
played before, but we’re basically looking for guys that want
to be part of a team, want to be
committed and want to work
their butt off and still have a
good time.”
The UM club teams will help
their members if they’re lacking
in equipment.
“The great part about the university’s club teams is that we
rent gear,” Johnson said. “We
rent an entire bag of gear for
$50. It’s an easy way to get into
hockey to see if you like it.”
Johnson said that because of
physical differences among people, the only items the club
won’t provide are skates, a
hockey stick and a helmet.
The Equestrian team is just as
generous.
“You don’t have to have a
horse, you can use a team
horse,” said Greene.
Scott Nash, a sophomore,
joined the Equestrian team last
year because he thought “riding
horses would be cool.”
Nash said that even with a
lack of experience, being on the
team has definitely lived up to
his expectations.
Johnson said she decided to
join a club team because she
wanted to learn how to play

hockey.
“I wanted to join a women’s
team … [and] just the opportunity to get started and see if I
liked it made me want to play a
club sport. Not a lot of places
offer that opportunity,” Johnson
said.
With many options to choose
from, UM club teams offer a
variety of unique experiences.
“The main appeal I think is
that you have this commitment.
However, it’s not as much as
most college-bound sports,”
Brum said. “You have an opportunity to not only do something
you love, but get the things you
need to get done, done.”

For more information on
the Jesters call Brum at 406861- 8042 or check out the
teams
website
at
www.umt.edu/asum/jesters.
The UM Equestrian Team
will be holding an informational meeting Thursday, Sept.
27 at 8 p.m. in the UC, room
326.
The women’s hockey team
will be meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in room 222 of the UC.
For more information on
other UM club sports go to
www2.umt.edu/asum/government/studentgroups.htm

Eleena Fikhman/
Montana Kaimin

UM spikers look for first win
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana
Women’s volleyball team has one
last chance to break into the win
column in pre-conference play
this week as they compete in the
University of Portland’s Nike
Invitational.
Montana (0-5) plays Portland
on Thursday, High Point (N.C.)
University Friday and Cornell
University on Saturday. The Griz
are the only team in the Big Sky
Conference without a win this
season, but they realize that conference play is what really matters
and they have also been facing
stiff competition.
“We try to stay positive and
realize we are playing good
teams,” said senior EvaLyn
Whitehead. “Although we haven’t
taken a match we’ve taken games
and we are getting better every
single game. We try to keep it in
perspective. This is preseason and
we are preparing for conference
(play).”

Montana lost both of its matches last week at Nevada AT&T
Invitational but Whitehead said a
lot of positives came out of the
weekend.
“Our team came together and
played probably better as a whole
than we have this far,” said
Whitehead, who along with
Senior Claudia Houle was named
to the all-tournament team.
UM head coach Jerry Wagner
was also upbeat about his team’s
performance so far this season.
“I’m very happy with our
progress offensively,” he said.
“From the first weekend to the
second there was improvement.”
Whitehead said she hopes her
performance last weekend will
continue into this week’s tournament.
“It’s nice to finally feel like you
had a good weekend,” she said.
“It gives me a little more confidence going into this week.”
One of the bright spots this season for the Griz has been the play
of Houle. The two-time second
team all-conference selection has
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instrumental in the establishment
of INSA. Shortly after INSA
began, all three left UM. Bailey
became INSA’s president, and
remains in that position. Lloyd
Chesnut took a $3,000 per month
position as chairman of the board,
and Rollene Chesnut became the
organization’s business manager.
The Chesnuts soon moved to
Texas, where Lloyd Chesnut took
a position at the University of
North Texas that was similar to
the one he’d held at UM. Rollene
Chesnut remained on the payroll
for INSA for a year, and was paid

$104,000, according to tax
records.
Van Valkenberg said he did not
know when his investigation
might be complete.
Lloyd Chesnut was forced to
resign from his job at UNT last
fall and is also under investigation
there for an alleged conflict of
interest in a separate venture, in
which UM was also involved.
Inquiries by the FBI appeared to
be related to the Texas investigation, according to news reports.

K a i m i n

Jerry Brown, dean of the School
of Journalism, said that this
increase would “be the lightest
burden on students for the most
value.”
The resolution will be voted on
next week.
In other news, ASUM will be
hosting its annual Ice Cream
Social on Sunday. It will take
place on the 400 block of
University Avenue from 3 p.m. to
5. The event is free and will have
live music by the Broken Valley
Roadshow. Goldsmith’s, Baskin

Robbins and Big Dipper have all
donated ice cream to the event.
There are also two vacancies
currently in the ASUM senate due
to two resignations. Jessica
Progua resigned Wednesday
evening due to conflicting time
schedules and John Meyer
resigned this summer to attend
law school.
If you would like to apply for an
opening, pick up an application in
the UC, room 105 and return it by
noon Friday.

made the all-tournament team in
both tournaments the Griz have
played in this season.
“Claudia Houle is just a pleasure to have on the team,” Wagner
said. “Not only is she one of the
best players on the team but she’s
one of the hardest workers on the
team day in and day out.”
A couple of the problems for
the Griz and first-year coach
Wagner have been getting used to
his new offense and the struggle
of finding a set lineup.
“These three matches will
allow us three more chances to
get things accomplished,” Wagner
said.
The uncertainty of the lineup
doesn’t seem to bother Whitehead
much, though.
“Honestly I still don’t know
exactly what it’s going to be like
when conference (play) comes
around,” Whitehead said. “I just
go play and leave the lineup to the
coach.”
One difficulty that Montana
faces this week is that Wagner has
very little information on the
teams playing. Wagner hasn’t
seen much tape on the teams and
Cornell hasn’t even played yet.
He is somewhat familiar with
Portland from his assistant coach
days at Gonzaga.
“I know they are always a very
good defensive team,” Wagner
said. “It’ll be a very good opponent for us.”
Montana will host rival
Montana State Sept. 15 to kick off
their conference schedule.
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: a wad of cash on Friday September 1st at
Welcome Feast on the oval. Please come to the
Admissions Office, Lommasson 103 to identify.
FOUND: Bracelet on the tables over Urey Lecture
Hall. Call Bonnie @ 243-2604 to identify.

FOUND: Woman's wrist watch SW area of campus.
243-5122 to identify.
LOST: Red 1967 Schwinn Bicycle with chrome fenders.
REWARD. Call 239-1355.

PERSONALS

CASH FLOW GOT YOU DOWN? TURN THAT FROWN
UPSIDE-DOWN! A LOAN WITH NO FEES WILL PUT YOUR
MIND @ EASE! 1-866-557-4164 BUSINESS, PERSONAL,
REFINANCE
Create positive change on campus. VOLUNTEER for
SARC. Volunteer Applications due Sept. 8th. Call 2435244 with questions.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

$$TUTOR$$ We are looking for volunteers or workstudy students for America Reads/Counts. Call the
Office for Civic Engagement @ 243-5531 or stop by
DHC 015.
Facilities Services Custodial Department needs student employees for several positions. Evening hours,
Monday through Friday, 3 1/2 hours/day, $7.00 per
hours, both work study and non-work study available.
Please call Dennis Crosby at 243-2164, or apply online
at www.umt.edu/studentjobsapp/

k iosk
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Nanny needed for after school care 3:30-6:30 (except
Thursday 2:30-6:30). Call 243-5094.

Nanny/ personal asst needed to help with 10yr old
after school, evenings and some weekends. 15-20
hours per week. Must have experience and clean driving record. Car & cell phone provided, Salary DOE.
Send resume to nanny@ctgmt.com

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Unpaid Writing
Internships: The RMEF (www.rmef.org), a nonprofit
conservation organization seeks an unpaid writing
intern for fall and spring semesters. The position is
responsible for editing and writing for Bugle magazine
& RMEF's Wapiti newsletter. Juniors, seniors, and
graduate students in Journalism, Creative Writing,
English, and Environmental Studies are preferred. A
background in conservation or wildlife biology is preferred. Approx. 12 hours per week. Email resume,
cover letter & three writing samples to
jobs@rmef.org
WANTED: ice skating instructors for private lessons &
USFS Basic Skills program Saturdays 10:00-11:30am.
$10-$30/hour. Call 544-6990.
HIRING at Printing and Graphic Services- 2 Student
Staff positions on campus, Kaimn Newspaper Delivery
and Bindery Assistant. No Exp needed, just a good
work ethic, $6.25/hr., work-study award. Call 2432711.

Competitive Wages. Now hiring hard working people
for professional office cleaning. Evening hours that
are flexible. Days of work TBD. Call 721-4501 or apply
in person at Puritan Cleaning, 2008 Livingston behind
Montana Jacks.

Need a change? Does school seam overwhelming? Are
your bills piling up? Would $40-45K a year help?
Growing company looking for professional minded
individuals to help expand our company. No experience necessary, Professional training provided. If
interested contact Dan @ 406-721-4629.
Document Coders needed in rapidly growing company.
30 hours per week w/weekends off. Detailed people
needed to enter info into databases. Basic computer
skills a must. BS/BA or Upper-level undergrads are
preferred. Competitive wage with benefits after 6
months. Please send resume, cover letter, and writing
sample to: Litigation Abstract, Inc., P.O. Box 9323
Missoula, MT 59807, www.litigationabstract.com
Two part-time Bartender Positions available. Apply at
Evaro Bar Call 726-3040 for more information.

TUTORS WANTED- Students Tutoring Students is hiring! Eligibility includes: A or B in the class(es)
tutored; cumulative GPA of 3.0+; and have earned 15
credits. Wage is $6.75/hr. Contact STS, LC 276 or call
243-2294.

SERVICES
SERVICES

InPhaze Car Audio, 1633 South Ave. W. remote starts,
alarms, dvd, XM radio, best prices, on site install.
829-1555.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu
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K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Pizza on the Fly. Open Friday & Saturday Night 11:00
pm until 2:15am. "We're here after the beer!" Official
Downtown U-DASH stop.

FOR SALE

BIKES 543-5407 KEEP TRYING.

IBM PC, Word & AOL $40, Xerox Color Fax/Printer $20,
IBM Office Typewriter & Stand $50, Desk 60" x 30" $25,
(2) scanners $10 each, (2) Stereo Speakers 24" $10,
Convention Display Booth-Table top, Dbl sided wood
hutch/ divider 60x48x25, 406-251-4332.
Stones tix. Sec 130- $200 OBO 370-8398.

FOR RENT

Storage: Free! 1/2 months rent w/3 mo. lease. Cheap
Charley's Mini Storage 721-7277

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611
Large three bed two bath house. Large yard pets
okay. Single garage. Close to every thing. Call 5467077.

4 bedroom, 2 bath newer duplex: W/D, no pets, no
smoking, and one car garage. Call 273-3699.

2 rooms in basement, shared bath and kitchen with
quiet female. Must like cats. 7 minutes to U by bus
1/2 block away. $225 + 1/3 power bill. 549-1651

MISCELLANEOUS

Mystic Treasures all prices negotiable. Dragons, used
videos, native American new and old collectibles,
swords and knives, incense and oils. Locally owned.
142 OW Broadway 542-5072
1House of Fine Instruments. Www.gregboyd.com

FREE HIV TESTING- 9/7. Start your school year freshknow your HIV status! Thurs 9/7 from 7-10PM, 127 N.
Higgins, Ste. 207. 543-4770.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Auditions for Mercury Theatre's One-Act Festival on
Sep. 11 6:30 to 8:30 at Missoula Public Library, lower
level. One minute monologues are welcome.
Questions: contact Maia Pyron 370-0235 or maiapyron@mercurytheatre.org

FALL FLAVORS
FLAVORS

What is an Eskimo Kiss? It's Coffee Liqueur and
Hazelnut Ice Cream! What can you make with two
bottles of Hot Damn? Cinnamon Ice Cream! Flavors
only at Goldsmith's Premium Ice Cream. Across the
Footbridge.

FREE ICE CREAM

To welcome students back! Next Sunday, 3-5pm. 400
Block University Ave. Dozens of Door Prizes.
First 30 UM students to register get first 30 prizes.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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